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This case study is part of .a larger study of teachers' use of curriculum
materials in planning and teaching fifth-grade science.

This case study

focuses on one of nine teachers observed, teaching an activity-based unit on

plant growth and photosynthesis.
.

Although the teacher became aware that

,

her students held certain misconceptions about plant growth, she was unsuccessful in helping them replade their misconceptions with the scientific conceptions
she wanted them to learn., The analysis revealed severdl factors that
contributed to this disappointing result:

The teachers and the curriculum

developers held differemtviews about learning and the nature of science,
and several problems.surfaced about the content and organization of the,
'e)

teacher's glade.,

r
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PLANTS AS PRODUCERS: A CASE STUDY OF
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE TEACHING1
.Edward L.'Smith and
Charles 44.. Anderson2

Ms. HOwe!e3 fifth-grade cless had been conducting a 'science investigation
in which' they had planted grass seed in the light and in the dark. After two

weeks of careful measuring amd"observing Of the grass and several rigorous
°

diecussiOnECof the results; Ms..Howe-had the students Answer a brain teaser in.

which,they were to-predie whether or not seeds starting to grow in.a.dark
.

.

mine would survive and. then explain their predictions.

When*the lesson was finished and the students hid left for gym, the .011-

server asked MS. Howeifthere had been anything Surprising abOut the lesson.
Ma, Howe replied, "Uh,.hUhr It was horrible! 'Mast of them [)he students] think that it [thesgerminated seed] is going to survive,"
Looking through the students: science manuals.left on the desks, MS, Howe
0.

noted that Sue had written that plants Canl4nake their own .food if they have

water and light, but that while Mike'had started his Sxplanation)elmilarly, he
,.,,:
.

.

.

k

had ended up writing:that plantErget their. food from the soil.
..P 0,
1
Pete's answerperticular1.y dismayed her. Although he had deScribed a

'dying houseplant to her earlier, he had not realized that the grass the stu.a

dents had Jo
dents

growing in the dark. also matched his description.

Paper,presented at the annUal'tepting of the National Association for
esearchin'Science Teaching, Fontana(, Wisconsin, April 1982.
2Edward L. Smith and Charles'(Andy) W. Anderson, coordinate the IRT's
Elementary Science Project. Smith' is.an associate professor of administration
fh,.a,ticl curriculum and Anderson is an assistant professor of teacher eduqation;
.--sx
i,..`.-:both are in MSU'g College of Education.

.

.

.

/
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3All.teachers' and students' names in thie paper are pseudonyms.

"Was it [the dying'houseplant] like what is happening [with the grass'
3

grown in the dark] ?" M. Howe had asked him. He had responsed, "No, it
wasn't that yellow."
"That was so weird!" exclaimed Ms. Howe.

"It.just bleW my mind!-"

Pete

had not realized the grass was dying.
She rea4 Pete's explanation of why the germinated seeds would survive in
the dark mine:

"We made tests to see 1f they [grass plants] godld. grow in the

dark_and they grew but that they were a different color than they were supposed to be."

Pete was one of Ms. Howe's better students.
understood the'significance of the experiment.

Yet in her view, he had mis"That was the biggest.disap-

pointmeff," said Ma. Howe.
Ms: Howa e had guided her students through careful observations and measurements.
teaser.

She was confident that they were with her and ready for the brain

How could the.), have failed to 'understand evidence that was crystal

clear to her?

Context

This incident occurred during a case study of activity-based teaching.
Ms. Howe was one of 414 teachers observed as part of a study of planning,and:teaching of fifthAgrade-science.

Nine of these teachers.used an'activity-

based program and five a-textbook,series.
Our research focused on four aspect's of the teaching-learning'situation:
the: curriculum materials (especially the text and teacher's

ide), the teach-

ers' planning, actual classroom interaction, and student conceptions of the
topics covered.

Analysis of curriculum materials included identifying the

major concepts and principles the students were expected to de4elop.
were then developed, including short_answer and prediction-explanation
-

Tests

Data

questions designed to reflect alternative student conceptions.
,

'collection included.observations and, tape recordings of teacher planning and
1

classroom teaching, teacher interviews, and pre- and posttesting of students.
Ms. Howe was one of seven4 teachers we observed using Communities (Knott,
Lawson, Karpus, Thier, & Montgomery, 1978), the fifth-grade life science, unit

of the Rand McNally SCIIS program.

Although the present article reports our

r

analysis of one teacher, it reflects important features comm
#

-

of the other teachers we observed using ,the SCIIS materials.

to all or most

Reaults of our

analysis of teaching using the textbook are documented elsewhere (Slinger,
Anderson,.:& smith, Note 1; Eaton, Anderson, & Smith, Note 2; Anderson,
&
7,
Smith, Note 3).

The Classroom
Ms. Howe:taught in a racially mixed fifth-grade class in a well equipped,
Selt=contained classroom.

The school, a modern, single -level structure, was

located in a studentlhousing complex near a 1.A.ge midwestern university.
Ms. Howe was in her sixth year, as a.classroOm teacher.

The Science Program
/

SCIIS is an activity-based program in which students perform a series,of

,investigations rather than reading a textbook.

The major components of the.

program are the teacher's guide, a kit containing equipment and supplies, and
student manuals

quests is and spaces for recording data and answers to

questions

4

4The other two teachers (of the nine using an activity-ba ed program) used the
SCIS II version of the Communities unit, which was publis ed by American
Science and'Engineering in 1978. Both SCIIS and, SCIS II re revisions of the
original SCIS (Science Curriculum Improvement Study), and are quite similar to
each Other.

4
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Communities is designed to introduce students to the groups of organisms
that interact in biological communities:
e 8

Our
rs

prodUcers, consumers, and decompos7

Ludy focused on. Chapters 3 throUgh'6, in.the part covering proThe major ide

that these chapters develop are (a) that green plants

use food stored'in the seed to begin to grow and (b) that after this food is.
used up they must have light in order to make their food an

survive.

fluring Chapter 3 activities, students dissect bean seeds and discover

parts that they label embryo (a small pla9tItke structure) and cotyledons (the
two halves surrounding. the embryo.of the s ed), During Chapter 4, they at.

tempt to germinate various combinations of seed parts and find that only whole'
seeds or embryos attached to a cotyledon develop.- These results and the ob-

served changes in the seed parts support the idea that the cotyledons provide
,

nourishment or,,."food" for the embryo,'which develops into a mature plant.

During Chapter 5 activities, the studeAts attempt to grow grass in the.
light and iri the dark.

The grass begins to grow under both conditions. 'How.

ever, the grass in 'the dark eventually dies whilethe grass in the light continues to grow.

These results support the idea that plants use food in the

seed to start to grow but need light to continue.

The concept of phetosynthe-

sis is, in SCIIS terminology, to be "invented" in this chapter and used to

explainithe,results.
During Chapter 6.activities, students remove the cotyledons from some
young bean plants but not from others.
and half in the dark.

Half of each group are placed in light

The anticipated results can be predicted and explained

in terms of, the ideas developed in the earlier chapters.

Ms. Howe's Teaching.

Near the end of Chapter 5, Ms. Howe discovered that her students' obser-

vations of grass growing in the light and in the dark tre not, as she had
tr,

expected, lehding them tolconclude that the grass plants needed light to
.

'survive or that they used light to make their food.

Table 1 presents a sum-

mary of...the.eVents leading up to the episode of hex discovery, which was de,

-scribed at the beginning of. this paper..

Hoi:T'Could the students have failed to understand evidence that Ms. HOwe

saw-as crystal'clear?" We believe that three major factors contributed to what
was for-Ms. Howe a surprising, if not shocking, result:'

4(1) the differing

conceptions of plant growth and nutrition held by Ms. Howe and her students,
(2) Ms. Howe's psychological beliefs about how. students learn, and (3) her

epistemological beliefs about the relationship between evidence and scientific,

theories,
Ms. Howe'%was in most respcts anexcellent teacher.

She had good rapport

with her students and expressed interest in and affection for them.
them and they liked her.

She liked

The friendly atmosphere of the classroom did not
A business-like atmosphere

exist at the.expense of discipline or control

generally prevailed, and when it did not, she took prompt action to' correct
.

the situation.

Equally\important, she showed concern fOr and attention to

student learning.-

Ms: Howe's orientation toward learning appears more salient when compared
to that of Ms. Ross, the teacher described by Smith and Sendelbach (1982) in
an earkiier case study.

Ms. Ross was oriented toward doing'the activities

suggested by the teacher's guide with the hope that learnthg would result.
While learning

not unimportant to Ms. Ross, in,her planning for science

she placed a relatively low priority on considering what learning was to be
promoted in specific lessons.

This was the last step in her planning; often

she did not explicitly consider it.

o

6

Table 1

Summary of Ms. Howe's Lessons For Chapter 5
Lesson
1

Date

What Happened

.January 30

The first half of'the lesson was a long (28 minute) discussion
of procedures for and questions related to the planting of.the
grass. Ms. Howe presented the question, "Do plants need light
to grow?" as the purpose of the experiment, but it was not discussed.

Students planted grass seeds in cups of soil and placed them on
trays to be kept in the light or dark. The question was posted
on each tray,as suggested in the teachers guide.
2

'February 6

The class discussed whether plants get food from the soil and
whether plants need light to grow. Having observed the grass in
the dark growing,.most students agreed with the statement that
plants do not need light' to grow.
Following a brief discussion of where plants get their food
after their cotyledons are gone and what would happen to the
plants in the dark, the students measured and observed the grass
plants and switched two of the cups from light to dark and vice
versa. At this point the grass in the dark was yellow and taller than that in the, light, which was green.

3

February .9

4

Febr-uary 11

The class briefly discussed why the grass inthe dark was growing better, again agreeing with the idea that plants do not need
light.to grow. They then measured and recorded data on grass
height, noting that the grass in the light was leaning toward
the windowS.
After the students measured andj.ecorded heights of the irass,
Ms. Howe had them obserire and then describe one plant from the
light and one from the dark. Students reported that the grass
in the light was straight, stronger, and dark green with little
'white, while that in the dark was crooked, weaker, and light
green (in student's words) with 'a lot of white.

The class then discussed the role of light in plant growth with
.students suggesting that light Makes.the plants "healthier," is
"like vitamins," and provides "warmth" or "nutrients."
5

February 12

Ms. Howe had the students carefully observe two plants, one
switched from light to dark and the other from dark to light, in,
order to guess which was which. Over half the class correctly
choose the grasb that was yellow (author's color assessment)
shorter, and erect as movedto the dark and the grass that We
green, taller, and.drooping.as movedto the light. 11.MS. Howe
summarized, stressing the difference in color.
-

A

y.

At this point Ms. Howe assigned the brain teaser, the results of
which were portrayed in the vignette with which this paper began.

11

r.
.

-5

In contrast, Ms. Hdwe was oriented toward learning;, she used suggested

activities to promote specific learning outcomes.

In describing her unit

planning, Ms. Howe stated:

Basically, I went to Part 1 and looked atthe objectives.-(to] see what
rguess maybe I'm objective oriented
they are trying to get across to the children, and [to]
see if I agree. Do I want to get those thing4 across or'
do I want to add something.
Ms. Howe's teaching clearly reflected this orientation toward learning.She often asked questions and used 'student observations to develop specific
l

ideas.

She usually examined the plants before school to determine.what spe-

cific observations could be made and then planned ways of using those observe
Lions in class.

This strategic use of students' observations and diseu4siona had characterized Ms. Howe's handling of'the grass experiment in. Chapte

5.

She had

wanted her students to develop the idea that plants cannot survive in the der
becau'he they must have light to make their food.

As can be seen in Table 1,

4,he'had never presented this idea directly.' Rather, she had made sure that

her'students measured and observed carefully and had held a series of dtccus-

alone in which she had pressed. the students to be elev about their obseV4-

She had expectWthose observations to

dims and to try interpreting them.

lead the students to develop the idea of photosynthesis.
In using this strateg

Ms. Howe believed that-she was being faithful tc

the discovery or inquiry-oriented philosophy of the SCIIS prograM, as exempli
fied in the title of the SCIIS training film, "Don't Tell Me, I'll Find Out.'
She assigned the, brain tenser at a timeWhen she wap sure that theistudents
r

had collectedeAough data to develop the'Adea of ilihotosynthesis._In or

t(

1

understand_why.they were not developing"that idea, it ip necessary to'consid(

what was h4ppening froM-thestudents' point of view.

A2

Students' Preconceptions5.and
Experience of Instruction
.

,

Ms. Howe's students took a pretest that reflected aspects o .their
On the pretest most students ex-.-

beliefs :cDnceroing plants, food,,and:light.

.

AP

presseCthe belief that plants need light.
need light to,live:anclgrow.

Most also stated that the plants.

Others stated that light is necessary for the

4plants to be healthy but not for them to conttkOe to grow.

When the students observed that grass began to growin.the dark, their.,_

.

.

view that plants need light to live and grow was.shalOn.

:

.

After observing

x .,'

--.

'specimens of grasS from the"closet in LeSSOn_2 (Table. 1),the*Udents nearly
,.,

unanimously asserted that plants do not need light.

.

.y

,

The observation that the

grassin the dark was actually taller than that in the:light prObablY Contrib"
.

Utedto this belief.
As the students continued to observe the plants through Lesson's 3 and 4,
they'Used suchwords as.',"dark green," and !'stronger," and "straight" to,de.,

0ctibe thoge in the lightwhile:thosejn,:the dark they labeled :'light green
or'."yellow,'.". "Weaker

andgroWing"Ln.,,aiIHdirections..".

This was consistent

ith the:view that plants need light to behealthy, and more students appeared
to .deve160. this conception. - In Lesson:4., several students used the word
,

"healthier" to describe plants.in the ligh t , and one suggested that ."light is

like vitamins for the plant."
As the measurements and. - observations.. were continued and diScussed at

length, the*Udents,becateveryCiear:about the: relationship between light
and the observedHcolor and condition.of the plants.

5 Preconceptions'are

By, Lesson 5 they were

what students bring to instruction. Not all of their. pre7,-:.
conceptions were incorredt... For. example,_plants do need light'to'live and
grow overa:Trolonged period of time. Sometimes correct conceptions, not anticipated by the teacher, can cause problems.

able to infer which of two cups of grass had been started in the dark and
switched to the light, and vice versa.

This'was good evidehce ofthe accuracy

of their observatiOns because_bOth cups of-grassShowed some c
of the grass always in the light and some characteristics of th

racteriatics'.

grass always

in the dark.

Ms. Howe interpreted the clarity of the students' knowledge of these
results as evidence that they realized that the grass in the dark was dying.,,
2

She; therefore, assigned them the brainteaser posing the issue of the survival of plants beginning to grow'in 0 dark mine.

The students' responses and
/'

her.reaction are descritikd in the vignetteat the beginning of the paper.
In Ma. Howe's view, the grass in the dark was clearly,dying of Starva.
-

tion..

However, the students had. little basis for assuming` hat the observed-

lack of color and strength would be fatal.

The evidence, was consistent with

their conception that plants are simply more healthy if they have light.
Thus, many, of the students predicted that the plants would survive in the dark

A

mine, some noting fUrther that the plants would not be green or healthy.

few predicted that the ..plants would not survive, explaining thisin general

terms of the plants' need for light.

Contrary to Ms/ Howe's expectation,' no

students predicted both that the plants would die/and explained this in terms
of the plants' inability to make food without light.
Actually, at this point there was little,/reason for, the students to as
/

/

sociate the plants' condition with food.

On our pretest, the students had

/
been nearly unanimous in their assertion that plants need food.

However, the

most frequently expressed ideas about what that food is were "water" and "fertilizer" or "plant food."
soil, and even light.

Other students includeds,materials such as air,

Although not explicitly expressed, it appears that the

students' responses were based on a conception of food for plants as the

10

materials that plants take,in from their surroundings rather than the
materials plants use for energy and growth.

..-The students' ideas that water and.ferOlizer are food for-plants had
surfaced several times in disduasions of the experiment in which students

attemptto gerMinate various aped parts (Chapter 4).

Given these ideas of

what plants.' food is, they frequently stated that plants get food from the

On these occasions, Ms. Howe tried to lead them to the conclusion that

soil.
.

:plants do ?lot get food frOm the stil.a point emphasized in the teacher's
guide.

However, because their underlying conceptions of food as.materials

plants take in remained unchanged, her efforts were difficult for the students
to understand., Ms. Howe repeatedly cited the growth of seeds in the germination,systems (which contain no soil) as evidence that plants do not need soil
or fertilizer to grow.

She developed the idea that fertilizer makes plants

healthier, but is not necessary for growth.

.

While this idea-Was understand-

able to the students, from their point of view this did not necessarily imply
that fertilizer is not food.

(Regarding humans, for example, an argument like

Ms. Howe's could be made about broccoli; broccoli is good for people, but they
can get along fine without it.)
In contrast to the 'observed evidence that plants do.bot need fertilizer

to grow, the students continually saw evidence that plants do need water.

The

students' idea that water is food, was seldom challenged... When it was,

Ms. Howe referred to the plants (or the embryos) getting food from the cotyledons instead of from water.

However, the students' had no particular reason to

assume that plants can only get food from one source.
As the idea that plants get food from the cotyledbn was deVeloped to
explain the growth of the bean embryo' attached to a cotyledon, some of the
students began to.mention the cotyledon 'as a food source.'

15

This idea appears

to have lived a shaky, existence alonggide the idea that WSter,:and-perhaps

fertilizee, are also food for plants.

Mb. Howe never ad reSsed the issue of,

what the food from the cotyledon is.

Most students conti ued to, believe food
J.

cotyledonsand

is whatever plant8 take In from some source--water, soil, '0

few students saw any connection between the light experiment: and food for
plants.

.Thesefstudent ideas about plants, food, and light help' expl IA the dif-

ferences. between Mb.yowe'tinterpretationSand theirs of the .results of the
grass,experiment.

The.8tudents had little reason to associate the poorer

health of the plants, in dark with lack of food since they continued to view
,

food as materials that plants take in.

.

Furthlkno connection had been made,

to the grass getting food from its Cotyledons.

Indeed, they, had not-consid\

ered whether or not the tiny grass seeds even had cotyledons.
Ms. Howe was dismayed to discover that the students were not putting the
pieces together.

HOWever, from the students' perspective, the connection

between light and food had not been made.

The situation at the time that

Ms. Howe assigned the brain teaser is summarized in Figure 1.

Ms. Howe and

her students, making the same observations from differett'Conceptual perspectives, interpreted what they saw quite differently.

The Significance of Ms. Howe's Problem`:

We believe Mb. Howe's problem of getting her students to understand that
plants make their own food to be4significant because it typifies the problems

experienced by

eachers we have observed using the SCIIS program.

It has its

.

roots in Mb. Howe's assumptions about the nature of science and about hoW
students learn.

These assumptions contributed to Ms. Howe's misinterpreting

the Communities teacher's guide in certain important ways.

Her difficultiet

Were exacerbated by the fact that the teacher't guide did `not provide.her with

16
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Interpretatioq

Observation

Conception

Ms. Howe's

Ms. Howe's
Plants need light
to make their

The plants in the

food.

to death.

dark.arastarving

R.

The plants growing
in the dark are
Yellow and spindly.

The. Students'

.

Plants need light
to be, healthy,' and

plants get food from
their surroundings.

The Students'

The plants in:the
dark-are not'
healthy.

.4

Figure 1.

Contrasting interpretations of the same observation by Ms. Howe and
her students.

13

some.critical information in a useful form... Each 'Of 4these Aspects of the
discussed below.

prohleM

Howe'lvisssumptions,About Science

Ms. Howe was surprised to discover that even'though her students were
making detailed And accurate observations, they were not, as she said, "get

tine the idea of photoAynthesis.

Her surpriee stemmed lapart'from her im-

plicit belidls about what science is and'how scientific theOries are created.
Ms. Howe believed.that photOsyrithesis, a theoretical construct, could be de-,

riVeein a fairly straightforward Manner froM empirical.obserliations of plants
grOwn in the light and dark.;
148.

Howe 's beliefs were consistent with the philosophical 'position of

logichl positivism, which holds that scientific theories are inferred from
dAt'a thrOugh inductive logic (daWthron & Row

1979)7

Science is, there-.

fore;:. viewed as a progressive enterprise in which m re and:more true facts

About the world are discovered over time.
Modern philosophers of science such as Kuhn (1970)

and Toulmin .(1972),

and their predecessor's going back to Kant and Hume; have questioned the logiby'

cal.Iiositivist assumption that scientific theories.are inferred from data
inductive logic. ,Instead, they have claimed that theories are. inventions

the human mind that determine what data are collected and how those data are
interpreted.

.

Ms. Howe, of course, made no claim to be a philosopher of science.
assumptions about science, however, are important for three reasons.

Her

First,

those assumptions led to her incorrect belief that her students would be able.
to derive the concept of photosynthesis from their observations.

Second,-her

beliefs contributed to her misinterpretation of some crucial points in the
Communitie

teacher'S guide.

Finally; most of those. studyiNg to become

14

elementary school teachers (COtham 4,Smith, 1981),.and other teachers we have
observed also share this view of science.

Thus, Ms. Howe is not an'isolated

I,

case.

Ms . Howe's Assumptons About How Students Learn
Diacovering conceptual change., Initially, Ms. Howe viewed the evidence'
that was growing out of the students' investigations as leading. log ically to

theideas she expected the students to learn. =She therefore gave'little attention to the ideas that the studentsmight already have. ,lier own under
standing of the goal conceptions

enabled:i*IeW

the evidence as clearly

indicating that the grass plants growing in the dark initially got some food'

from their CotYledonsbut that,they were slowly dying of.starvatiOn.
She was surprised, if not shocked, by the students' failure. to share her

She became more and more aware that the students'had alter-

interpretations.

nativeA.deas that they would not readilYgive up.

At this point, her under-

standing Of learning began to teflect conceptual change, that is, that learning was a matter of the students changing their initial ideas andadopting new

.onesrather than simply acquiring the ideas that. she had hoped to teach.
IWhile Ms. Howe's understanding of the significance and persistence of the

students' misconceptions had improved, she appears not to have understood sufficiently their roots and their relationship to the goal conception well.
e

0

enough to enable her to put together a strategy for bridging the gap.
,-

.

.

In par-

..4,..-

ticular, she appears not to have recognized that most students saw no

corniee-.

tion between the condition of.the plantain the dark and a ladof food.

,

This may also explain why.Ma..Howe did not recognize the importance of a
question in the teacher's guide leading to the introductiOn of photosYritheaid:
"Plants need food for growth, just as aniMals do.
from ?"

Where does their food come

She reported trying to find.a way to introduce the role of light to_
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thestudents and indicated that she tad looked at the very column of the
teacher's guide on which this question is found.

Lacking a clear grasp of the
,.

contrast between the students' conceptions and the goal. conception, she was

triable to see the relevance ofthe question.
,

;t

Inferring versus inventing.

Ms. Howe's failure to pose the question con-

cerning the plant's food source appears to haVe been an important omission
from the instructional strategy.Of the program..

However, a second, even more

significant. deviation was her failure to present a definition and explanation
r:

of photosynthesis to the students as suggested.

When Ms. Howe decided that

,

her studentswere clearly aware of the observable difference's between the
.grass plants in the light, and those in the dark, she assigned them the brain
teaser about the survival, of plants beginning to grow in the dark mine.

Her

expectations were not only.that the'students would predict, that the plants

.)would not survivei but also5).he students would Sxplain'this in terms of
plants' inability-to make food in the dark..

Ms.,Howe'.s approach contrasts with that suggested in the SCIIS eeacher's
.

.

guide, where this brain teaser'is.not introducedountil:after the-itivestigation

to be done itthe next chapter.

At: about the point where MS. Howe did 'use the

brainteaser, the SCI'S teaCherq guide calls upon the teacher to present the
concept of photOsYnthesis torthe students (Knott et al., 1978, p. 24).

This

Suggestion refleCts the SCIIS "learning cycle" in which new explanatory concepts ar

"invented" (4itearly :Presented by the teacher) after student "explor-

.ation" in which appropriate observations and questions are developed (Knott et
al., 1978, p. xviii).
Thus,.while Ms. Howe believed that students could somehow infer photosynthesis from their observations,. the SCIIS view, which parallelsthat of
PhilOsophers such as Kuhn and Toulthin,. is that such concepts are creative tn-

ventions that students are not very likely to happen upon.
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Limitations of the Teacher's Guide
As: implied above, the teacher's :guide appears

have outlined a strategy.

0-

which, if 141emented, mipht havesucceeded.in bringing about a conceptual
shift in the studerits, leading them up to the point of readiness and then in-

troducing the concept of photosynthesis.

The preceding paragraphs have sug-

gested that Ms. Howe's beliefs about the nature of learning from the activities helps to account for.her failure to'implement this strategy despite its
availability in the teacher's guide.
However, this can be turned around and interpreted as the teacher's guide
failing to adequately communicate the nature of the learning and the suggested
instructional strategy to Ms. Howe.

While aspects of the students' anticipat-

ed preconceptions are identified in the guide, and while the suggested instructional strategy does appear to be workable, it is,(Arvious from the

experience of Ms.rHoweanditheother teachers we have observed that the guide
does not communicateei her the instructional strategy or its rationale to
most teachers.

The ingenuity of the underlying instructional strategy sug-

gests that the developers were mUch more aware of the significance and nature
of the students' preconceptions than is suggested by the minimal treatment
that they are given in the teacher's guide itself.
Furthermore, the specific roles of the various observations and discus
sions in'effecting change in the students' conceptions are not made explicit
in the teacher's guide.

For example, the only clues, in Chapter 5 that the

teacher is to present the definition and explanation of photosynthesis is that
the information is in italics and the term "invent" is used.' There is also
the brief-statement, "You introduce the concept of photosynthesis," in the

overview to Part I of the teacher's guide, a section of the teacher's guide
that Ms. Howe omitted in her review during unit planning.

It is unlikely,

however; that that single statement would have) significantly changed her
view.

On the other hand, the paragraphs on the "invention" part of the SCIIS'
learning cycle do make the nature of the invention act quite clear.

agaln4.however,At is located in a

Here

gie-page-explSnation of "Helping Children

Learn with SCIIS" to Which Ms. Howe did not attend during her planning.
While it might he suggested that MS. Howe should have spent more time
planning and reviewing the various parts of the teacher's guide, it should be
recognized that she

'iitteady spent a relatively large' amount of time both

planning and, preparing for the teaching of science.

The tasks of ordering,

obtaining and-planning for the use of materials, scheduling of events, organizing the classroom, adjusting for the exigencies of growing plants, and
dealing with a classroom full of fifth-grade children are strong competitors
for time to be devoted to reflective consideration of remote sections of the
/

.

teacher's guide.

The difficulty,of developing an understanding of the instructional
strategy from the teacher's guide is reflected in. our own experience.

Despite

"'general understanding of the approach and our.extended_analyst4%f the teacher's guide at the outset` of our investigation, it was only as a result of our
'ObserVations of. students and teachers working through the activities that we

have come to understand the nature and significance of the students' particu
lar preconceptions and the ways in which the instructional strategy embedded
in the teacher's guide seems to anticipate them.

Epilog

Ms. Howe conducted one more formal lesson on the grass experiment follow-

ing the,one lesson we described in the vignette.

Before class, Ms. Howe re-

stated to the observer that the students' responses-to the brain teaser had
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convinced her that they did not yet'understiind the Fole\of light in plant
\

groWth.

During'class she had the Students measure and record the length of
.\
.

\

the grass.

She then had them cdlculate the growth of foue samples of grass

''from the light and four from the dark.
When calculations ofd growth did not produce clear tut

favoring

the plants ins the light, Ms.. Howe had the students carefully describe the dif-

ference between samples of grass from the light and dark.

\
She then showed

them a cup of grass from the dark and asked them to predict what would happen
next and then explain why..

Again, Ms. Howe.did not raise the question of the plants' source of food
or present the idea of photosynthesis.

One student did suggest that\the sun

"helps to produce its own food," but when other students were unable to follow

:up on this suggestion, Ms. Howe ended the discussion referring to the bean
plants for Chapter 6 growing in the closet, and indicating tsyst they would

talk more about the cotyledon and the sun later.
After class Ms. Howe stated that some of the students seemed to be begin-

ning to understand the role of light; but that she believed many of the students had still not gotten the function of light in plant growth straight.
These remarks reflected her continued commitment to teaching the idea of photosynthesis to her students.

Her tdsching strategies, however, reflect her

:continued misinterpretation of the.strategy implicit in the teacher's guide.

Her response to the sudent0 failure to develop the idea of photoSynthesis by
themselves was to have the students make more observations and then press them
for interpretation.

Her increasing awareness of the problem did not lead her

to improved understanding of the suggested solution.

On several occasions MS. Howe had expressed her difficulty with finding a
good way to introduce photosynthesis to the students, on one occasion adding,
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Although she later

"Maybe they expect you to use an [audiovlsnall aid."

attempted to conduct the experiment for Chapter 6, Ms. Howe eapentially
abandoned the teacher's guide at this point.
a veritable media blitz.

Over the next week ahe launched

During four science classes the class viewed and

discussed two filmstrips; rotated through a series of learning centers at
which.they watched additional filmatrips,'made drawings, and did other activiThis blitz included

ties; and listened to a filmstrip/record presentation.

several presentations about photosynthesis as well as a variety of other information about plant growth.
Our posttest data indicate that Ms. Howe's effort met with mixed results.
Four students (20%) seemed to develop a fairly sound understanding of the goal

conceptions reflected in the SCIIS teacher's guide. .Cly these students seem
.

.

to have abandoned the idea that plants take in food.

Many apparently simply

added "making food" to their list of food sources for plants.

While most

(80%) of the 7bIdents ended up with some awareness that plants make food, only

45% realized that they,do so only if they are growing in the light.
Of the teachers we observed, Ms. Howe was probably the most aware of the
difficulties the students were experiencing.

She was also among the most suc-

cessful in getting students to learn the goal conceptions.

The limited suc-

cess she experienced (and the sense she was left what that the program itself
does not work) suggest a need for efforts to assist teachers in improving the
effectiveness of their use of the SCIIS materials.

Implications

The significance.of this case study arises partly from the many good
qualities of both the SCIIS program and the teacher.

In contrast to SCIIS,

the other ..science program that we investigated.(Blecha, Giga,"& Green, 1979),

provided no information about children's preconceptions; they recommended a
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teaching atrtegy that wau unworkable even if followed abnolutely correctly
(Eaton,'Anderaon, & SMith, Note 2).

Our impreauion, based owe aeriepmf.

:Audios involving-several different programa and over 50 teachera (Andetuo,
1979; Smith & Sendelback, 1982; Andernon &.Smith, Note .5; Anderson & SMith, in

preaa), in that SCIIS in among the most philosophiCally and psychologically

sophisticated programs rk4lable.
Similarly, Ms.. Howe'n problems emerge clearly partly because of her many-

good qualities as a teacher.

She managed her classroom well, she prepared.

carefully, she understood the science content, and she was clear about what
she wanted her students to learn.

When teachers of Ms. Howe's quality experi-

ence such limited success in teaching science, we feel that it should be a
cause for major concern about the quality of training and support that educators provide to elementary school teachers.
The problem we have described' can be viewed as one of failure to provide

teachers with the knowledge they require to imple
egy implidit in the unit.

t the instructional strat-

Two levels of knowledge are required:

(1) the de-

tailed knowledge of the specific unit and.(2) knowledge of the conceptions of
teaching and learning strategy employed in the'units.
The Communities unit is designed to induce conflicts between students'
misconceptions and their observations.

However, to actually achieve such con-

flict, the teacher must be aware of the specific misconceptions, the relevant
observations, and the role of the suggested questions.

This awareness is also

required for the timely introduction of the concept of photosynthesis,

These

and other elements together constitute the specific knowledge of the strategy
for that section.
For specific knowledge of this strategy to. be attainable and functional,

however, the teacher must have or develop conceptions of teaching and learning
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that .refloct those Implicit in the atrategy.. This
above, fie Wein happens.
,

to

jtitu fat turt.

as we have illustrated'

to tmprt required pedagogical knowledge

'tenchtmi ban implicattona for both curriculum development and teacher
-\\*

education.

.

Development of Teacher's Guides
While the instructional strategy `implicit in the Communitios unit may be

adequate foe achieving conceptual change ivitudents,the teacher's guide does
not reflect an adequate strategy for aspisting teachers in changing their Con,

ceptions about teaching' and'learning.

teacher's guide can take a

Although it-is not clear how far a

cher, there is considerable potential for
her's guides make'explicit critical inform4-

proving the degree to whic

.

n the teachers' conceptio6 of teaching and

tion and promote necessary
learning.

Furthermuch can be done to improve the fit between ehe organiza-

tion of informatf1 on'in teacher's guides and the teachers' typical pattern of

use.. We suggest the following:

er

1.

The conceptual .change aspect of learning must be made much more
explicit and evident.
0

2.

.Information about expected student preconceptions should be clearly
,
presened.

3.

The got1 conceptions (the desired state of student's knowledge)
should be clearli presented and identifiedas such.

4.

The roles of the,spacific learning activities in promoting
students' conceptual change should be. made explicit.

5.

This information and4,,,the'conception underlying it needs to be
woven into the fabrid.of the teacher's guide, not simply' appended
as explanatory Information at...the beginning of the guide or in
chapter introductions.

Guiding students successfully through experiences of*conceptualpchange is
a considerable challenge.

Teachers need more than a set of suggested steps to

follow; they needto understand the purposes of the recommended activities.
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Specific information about students' likely preconceptions

activities thtt

will generate evidence that confronts studentt! misconceptionsl,anctlexplana
7

tions of how that-.evidence may be used in.biinging aboutdetired conceptual

changes provide a knowledge base: that may allOw many.more.teaChers to success:-fully meet this chAllenge.

Teacher- Education

The problems discussed above have implicttions, for both_the.content and

methOds'Of teacher educati4..:.An important goal of teacher educatiOn should
be the development of,the.fidda of conceputal change in learning.

That is,

'teachets shoUld understand.that rather than having no knowledge at all, learners beginning to study a topic usually have their own preconceptio00w;-someuf.
which, are misconceptiond that must be changed.

Teacher educatorsrieeZ7to-

-tealize that their students (future teachers) have conceptions of''14arning and
teaching that are probably very different from theirt.

Teacher eduicators must
)

develop and apply strategies for changing any misconceptions of teaching and
learning, just as classroom teacherd must change theit students' contentrelated:misconceptions,.

The generic level .of knowledge represented by conceptions of learning and..

teaching is crucial, but. it is hoesufficient.

knowledge or topict they areto teach.
knowledge for severaitopics.

Teachers also need specifiC

Teacher educators should address such

Thit would not only prepare teachers to teach

`thpse topics, but Would develop a fullet sense Of what it means to be prepared
to teach a topic and promote a deeper understanding of the generic concepLions.

Among the important learning:outcomes teacher education should addrest
are the following:,
tr..;

1.

a conceptual change view of learning,
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2.

knowledge of generic strategies useful in achieving conceptual..
change,

3.

knowledge of common misconceptions for several important topics and
specific strategies for changing them,

4.

skill in selecting and adapting-curriculum mateiials based on common
preconceptions held by students,

5.

skill in diagnosing student conceptions and recognizing them fiom
40J1H
student responses; and
9rfr

6.

itview.of theory as lavented,toaccount for observations rather
.than deriving objectively and reliably from them.

Teacher education should lay a foundation and provide 4 substantial base
Teacher's guides, continuing education,

of specific pedagogical knowledge.

and professional reading can add,to thinbase.! Re4eardiers and teacher.educa,

tors face a large but important task in developing and effectively communicat7
ing this essential knowledge.
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